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Abstract. In 2017, AWAKE demonstrated the seeded self-modulation (SSM)
of a 400 GeV proton beam from the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN.
The angular distribution of the protons deflected due to SSM is a quantitative
measure of the process, which agrees with simulations by the two-dimensional
(axisymmetric) particle-in-cell code LCODE. Agreement is achieved for beam
populations between 1011 and 3×1011 particles, various plasma density gradients
(−20 ÷ 20%) and two plasma densities (2 × 1014cm−3 and 7 × 1014cm−3). The
agreement is reached only in the case of a wide enough simulation box (at least
five plasma wavelengths).
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1. Introduction
Acceleration of particles in plasmas, or plasma
wakefield acceleration, offers the possibility to reach
multi-GeV and, potentially, TeV range electron
and positron energies in facilities that are orders
of magnitude smaller than modern high-energy
accelerators [1–10]. Studies of novel accelerators
significantly benefit from numerical simulations that
go in parallel with them [11]. These simulations
complement fragmentary experimental data [12] and
form a complete picture of physical processes that
occur at tiny spatial and temporal scales inside the
plasma and, therefore, cannot be measured.
Recently, the Advanced WAKefield Experiment
(AWAKE) at CERN [13–15] demonstrated seeded self-
modulation of a long proton beam in the plasma
[16, 17] and electron acceleration by the wakefield of
this beam [18]. This milestone achievement opens the
way for using proton beams from modern synchrotrons
as drivers for plasma wakefield acceleration [10,19,20].
Because of the high proton energy, the micro-bunching
and acceleration occurs in a single plasma cell, avoiding
difficulties related to staged acceleration [21–24].
In this paper, we show that simulations of
beam self-modulation agree with related AWAKE
measurements. The axisymmetric self-modulation
process is thus well understood in the sense that
simulations include the most important effects, they
can help in understanding details of the process and
can serve as a valuable starting point for future
predictions. We also discuss how to conduct these
simulations properly, and show what the results would
look like otherwise. The AWAKE data used for the
studies reported in this paper were taken during the
2017 and early 2018 running periods.
2. Methods
AWAKE uses the proton beam from the SPS [25].
The proton beam co-propagates with a short laser
pulse through a 10-meter-long cylindrical cell filled
with rubidium vapor (Fig. 1). The laser pulse quickly
ionizes the vapor, so that the newly appearing plasma
interacts only with the rear part of the beam, as
if the beam would be cut at the pulse position.
The leading edge of this “sharply cut” beam seeds a
small amplitude wakefield in the plasma that grows
in space and time and eventually converts the beam
into a train of short micro-bunches [26, 27]. The self-
modulation occurs due to defocusing of protons from
the space between the micro-bunches. The radial
momentum gained by the defocused protons is an
integral quantitative measure of the self-modulation
process: the stronger the longitudinal wakefield micro-
bunch formation, the larger the transverse momentum
of the defocused protons [17,28,29].
The defocused protons form a halo around the
micro-bunched part of the beam. Its time-integrated
flux is measured at two imaging stations located 1.66 m
and 9.75 m downstream the plasma cell exit [30, 31]
(Fig. 1). Each imaging station separately measures
the flux distribution in the halo and in the central
part (core) of the beam with two cameras of different
sensitivity (Fig. 2). Separate registration of the core
and halo, followed by stitching two parts of the
image, provides a wide dynamic range of measurements
(approximately 104) and absolute flux calibration
through equating the integral flux and the known
beam charge (Fig. 3). The halo images processed with
a contour method [32] yield the maximum radius of
defocused protons, which is a convenient scalar to be
compared with simulations.
The simulations are performed with the qua-
sistatic two-dimensional (axisymmetric) particle-in-cell
code LCODE [33,34]. The simulation window encloses
the whole beam and moves with the speed of light c
in the positive z direction. The radial window size is
always 30c/ωp, where ωp =
√
4pin0e2/m is the plasma
frequency, n0 is the plasma density, e is the elemen-
tary charge, and m is the electron mass. The grid cell
has equal sizes 0.01c/ωp in both longitudinal and ra-
dial directions. There are 10 radius-weighted plasma
macro-particles of each species (electrons and ions) in
each cell and about 106 or more (proportionally to ωp)
equal beam macro-particles in total. The time step
for the beam is 100ω−1p , and the plasma state is up-
dated every 200c/ωp. The plasma has sharp bound-
aries in both longitudinal and radial directions, as sim-
ulations [35–37] have suggested. After the plasma cell,
the protons propagate to the screens along straight
lines.
Table 1. Beam and plasma parameters taken as input for
simulations. Parameters in the first group are the same in all
runs. Parameters in the second group (below the line) may vary
in different regimes, and the listed values are those for illustrative
cases (Figs. 3, 5, 6).
Parameter, notation Value
Plasma length, L 10.3 m
Plasma radius, Rp 1.5 mm
Plasma ion-to-electron mass ratio, Mi 157 000
Plasma initial temperature, Te 0 eV
Beam energy, Wb 400 GeV
Beam energy spread, δWb 0.035 %
Plasma density, n0 1.965× 1014 cm−3
Beam population, Nb 2.86× 1011
Beam length, σz 6.57 cm
Beam radius, σr 200µm
Normalized beam emittance, b 3.6 mm mrad
Seed pulse position, ξs 3.75 cm
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Figure 1. Setup of AWAKE experiments on beam self-modulation.
Figure 2. Images of beam core (a) and halo (b) at the
second (downstream) imaging station. The red solid line in (b)
shows the detected halo boundary used for determination of the
maximum deflection radius. Note that the intense light emitted
by the core of the beam is blocked by a mask.
Most of the input parameters for simulations
(Table 1) are known with sufficient precision and
their uncertainties have little effect on quantitative
characteristics of beam self-modulation. Less well
known are the beam length, radius and emittance
and these are determined from the data used in
this analysis. The proton beam was modelled with
Gaussian distributions in both the longitudinal and
transverse directions. The standard deviation of
the proton beam in the longitudinal direction, σz,
was determined prior to the start of data taking
using a streak camera [39] (Fig. 4) and correlated to
parameters measured with beam quality monitors in
the SPS [38]. Measurements performed in the SPS
during data taking were then used to calculate the
bunch length on a shot-by-shot basis.
The initial beam radius σr and emittance b were
not measured with the required precision during the
discussed parameter scans, so their input values are
fitted to the experimental data in four steps. First,
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Figure 3. Angle-averaged radial distributions of the beam flux
in several individual shots (grey lines), additionally averaged
over 30 shots (thin dark gray line), and simulated: with optimum
parameters from Table 1 (solid red line), with a reduced angular
spread and the same beam radius (dotted line) and with a
reduced beam radius and the same angular spread (dashed
line). The vertical black lines mark the maximum proton radius
calculated with the contour method [32].
we determine the radial beam flux distributions by
separate averaging of left and right halves of the images
(Fig. 3). This allows evaluation of the symmetry of
the distribution and verifies that the axisymmetric
model is applicable. The systematic asymmetry that
we see in the halo is relatively low and can be caused
by transverse misalignments between the proton beam
and the plasma column. Second, we average the
measured distributions over 30 shots. Third, in
simulations, we vary the beam angular spread δα ≈
b/(γσr), where γ is the relativistic factor of the
beam. It determines the width of the beam head that
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Figure 4. Streak camera image of the proton beam (a) and
Gaussian approximation of the beam current (b).
propagates in the neutral gas and therefore the shape
of the core part of beam flux distribution (compare
red solid and magenta dotted lines in Fig. 3). Fourth,
we adjust the beam radius to match the height and
width of the flux profile “shoulders” (compare red
solid and blue dashed lines in Fig. 3). The height
and width of the shoulders depend on the strength of
the fields produced in the plasma and are therefore
sensitive to the initial beam density, which scales as
σ−2r . Even with the best parameter fit (red line),
the simulated beam profile is sharply peaked at the
axis and therefore locally differs from the measured
profile. This happens because both radial and angular
distributions of beam micro-bunches in the plasma are
strongly peaked in the perfectly axisymmetric case [40],
while in the experiment this narrow spike is blurred.
The obtained values of σr and b depend weakly on
beam population. We approximate them as
b[µm] = 2.3+4.5×10−12Nb, σr[µm] = 105
√
b[µm], (1)
so the beam parameters vary from b = 2.75 mm mrad
and σr = 175µm at Nb = 10
11 to the values listed in
Table 1 at higher Nb.
The simulated maximum radius of deflected
protons rmax depends on the number of beam macro-
particles used. The larger the number, the better
we resolve the “wings” of the Gaussian angular
distribution, the larger the maximum initial transverse
momentum beam macro-particles can have, and the
larger the maximum deflection we observe. To avoid
this ambiguity, we consider rmax as the radius at which
the simulated beam flux density equals the noise level
in experiments.
The wide simulation window (30c/ωp) is necessary
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Figure 5. (a) Density of plasma electrons (color map) and
trajectories of individual electrons (lines) after 4 meters of beam
propagation in the plasma. The vertical black line shows the
cross-section detailed in Fig. 6. (b) Wakefield potential Φ on the
axis after the same propagation distance calculated with wide
(30c/ωp ≈ 11.4 mm) and narrow (1.7 mm ≈ 4.5c/ωp) simulation
windows.
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Figure 6. Radial dependencies of plasma-period-averaged ion
density 〈ni〉, electron density 〈ne〉, and radial electric field
〈Er〉 8 cm behind the seed laser pulse after 4 meters of beam
propagation in the plasma. The electron density outside the
plasma column is 100 times magnified for visibility. Arrows
schematically show the field effect on plasma electrons and beam
protons.
for correct calculation of high-energy electron trajec-
tories. These electrons appear as a result of wave-
breaking, which often occurs in the simulated regimes
after beam micro-bunching [Fig. 5(a)]. The electrons
are ejected from the plasma column radially and leave
an unbalanced positive charge behind [41, 42]. The
charge separation electric field keeps them from travel-
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Figure 7. Beam radius on the screens for low (a) and high (b)
density plasmas and varying beam population. Top and bottom
groups of lines in each panel are for two imaging stations. Black
dots with error bars (“expt”) are experimentally measured values
(individual shots), lines are simulation results. The error bars
were determined the same way as in [32] and show the standard
deviation of the determined radii along different directions of
the image. Solid blue lines are for optimum parameter sets. The
green dashed line in (a) shows the effect of a narrow simulation
window (Rw = 1.7 mm). The additional lines in (b) are for
narrower beam (with σr reduced by 20% at the same δα, green
dashed line) or lower-emittance beam (δα reduced by 20% at
the same σr, orange dotted line). Dotted red lines are scalings
∝ N1/3b in (a) and ∝ N
1/2
b in (b).
ing far, so these electrons form a negatively charged
halo around the positively charged plasma column
(Fig. 6). The halo electrons move predominantly in the
positive z direction [41] and efficiently interact with the
wakefield when crossing the near-axis area: they can
take energy from some regions or release it in others.
As a consequence, the wakefield damps when a sub-
stantial number of halo electrons returns to the near-
axis area. This is seen when comparing trajectories
of halo electrons [Fig. 5(a)] and the wakefield poten-
tial on the axis [Fig. 5(b)]. The wakefield potential Φ
characterizes the force exerted on axially moving ultra-
relativistic particles:
Ez = −∂Φ
∂z
, Er −Bϕ = −∂Φ
∂r
. (2)
A reduced amplitude of potential oscillations on the
axis evidences reduction of both accelerating and
defocusing properties of the wakefield.
3. Comparison of simulations and experiments
We compare simulations and experiments in three
parameter scans. The first two are beam population
scans at low (1.965 × 1014 cm−3) and high (7.7 ×
1014 cm−3) plasma densities (Fig. 7). The best
agreement variants (blue lines) correspond to the
approximation (1) and other parameters from Table 1,
with the exception that the high density scan was with
σz = 7 cm and ξs = 1.9 cm.
The green dashed line in Fig. 7(a) shows the
effect of a narrow simulation window. Disagreement
with experiments is expected, but the sign of the
effect may seem counter-intuitive. If the simulation
wall is located close to the plasma boundary, the
positive electric field around the plasma (Fig. 6) does
not additionally accelerate beam protons in the radial
direction. However, the narrow window also “switches
off” the effect of halo electrons, the wakefield becomes
stronger, and we observe larger proton deflection in
simulations.
The additional lines in Fig. 7(b) illustrate the sen-
sitivity to several beam parameters. The simulations
agree well with the measured data over most of the
range of proton beam population for variations of 20 %
in the beam radius and the beam angular divergence.
The largest discrepancy comes from varying the beam
radius at small bunch populations. In this case, a 20%
reduction in the beam radius results in visible disagree-
ment with measurements (green dashed line) for the
second imaging station. The sensitivity to the angu-
lar spread is lower: a 20% reduction changes rmax al-
most imperceptibly (orange dotted line). Variation of
other beam parameters also have small effects on pro-
ton defocusing, except the seed position discussed in
Ref. [43].
Theory [44] suggests that the maximum wakefield
at AWAKE may be limited by nonlinear elongation
of the plasma wave period. The wave goes out
of resonance with the bunch train, and electric
field growth saturates at about 0.4mcωp/e. If this
mechanism is indeed the main limiting factor, then
the maximum wakefield amplitude should scale as the
contribution of an individual bunch to the power of
1/3, or as N
1/3
b (see Eq. (12) of [44]). The dependence
of maximum proton deflection on beam population at
the low plasma density follows this scaling remarkably
well [dotted line in Fig. 7(a)]. At the high density,
however, the maximum radius scales as N
1/2
b [dotted
line in Fig. 7(b)], which indicates that the microbunch
train is not dense or long enough to excite the nonlinear
wakefields at this plasma density. In this case, the
radial momentum gained by the deflected protons pmax
is defined by the depth of the wakefield potential
well eΦmax that scales as Nb. As a result, pmax ∝
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Figure 8. Beam radius on the screens for different
plasma density gradients (characterized by the relative density
increase at the downstream plasma end): black dots are the
experimentally measured values; error bars show the standard
deviation of all individual measurements (about 30 shots) at a
given gradient setting, lines are simulation results for different
beam radii.
For the density gradient scan, the simulations
also follow the measured trend (Fig. 8). Here the
plasma density changes linearly along the cell due to a
temperature difference between the two Rb reservoirs
attached to the cell at the ends [35]. The density at
the upstream end is always 1.8 × 1014 cm−3. Beam
parameters are those from Table 1, except σz = 7.4 cm
and ξs = 2.4 cm. The simulations show significant
sensitivity to the beam radius for positive gradients
larger than +5%. Overall, the best agreement is for
σr ≈ 220µm.
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Figure 9. Maximum amplitude of the wakefield potential
Φmax versus beam propagation distance z for σr = 220µm and
different magnitudes of relative density increase along the plasma
cell.
Small positive gradients contribute to beam
self-modulation by increasing the total charge of
microbunches [45]. The effect is similar to that of
the density step [27, 46]: larger fractions of initially
formed micro-bunches remain focused by the wave
because of plasma wavelength shortening. With small
positive gradients (density increase about 2% over
10 meters), the longitudinal wakefield is stronger
[45], and externally injected electrons gain a higher
energy [18]. Higher positive gradients, however,
are destructive and reduce the maximum wakefield
(Fig. 9), which results in weaker deflection of defocused
protons (Fig. 8). High negative gradients also reduce
the wakefield, but not the maximum deflection radius.
This happens because the strongest defocused protons
do not always experience the strongest wakefield
generated by the beam. Negative density gradients
change the wavelength so that the micro-bunches
mostly fall into the defocusing wave phase, and more
efficient coupling with the transverse field compensates
the lower wakefield amplitude.
4. Summary
To conclude, simulations with two-dimensional (ax-
isymmetric) particle-in-cell code LCODE agree with
the measurements of the maximum radius of deflected
protons in three different experimental scans: pro-
ton beam population scans (1 ÷ 3 × 1011 particles)
for high and low plasma densities, and gradient scan
(−20 ÷ 20%). The difference between calculated and
measured values is about or below 5%. This means
that particle-in-cell codes can be used to interpret the
physics underlying experimental data on SSM. How-
ever, the agreement with experiments can be achieved
only for wide enough simulation windows (∼ 30c/ωp for
AWAKE parameters) that are necessary to correctly
account for ejected plasma electrons that charge the
plasma column positively and then return to the axis
destroying the wakefield. This additionally increases
the computational power required for simulations of
long microbunch trains in a plasma.
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